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Editorial
This special issue is devoted to Implicit Computational Complexity (ICC), following
the successful ICC workshop that took place in 2000 at Santa Barbara, CA, in a*liation
with the 15th IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer Science.
The synergy between Logic, Computational Complexity and Programming Language
Theory has gained importance and vigor in recent years, cutting across areas such
as Proof Theory, Computation Theory, Applicative Programming, and Philosophical
Logic. Several machine-independent approaches to computational complexity have been
developed, which characterize complexity classes by conceptual measures borrowed
primarily from mathematical logic. Collectively, these approaches might be dubbed
ICC.
ICC has drawn increased interest in recent years, since it provides a framework for
a streamlined incorporation of computational complexity into central areas of computer
science, such as formal methods in software development, and programming language
theory. Indeed, several ongoing projects attempt to apply ICC methods to delineate and
to certify the use of computational resources, such as time and memory requirements,
by given programs and software tools. Such applications are particularly relevant when
resources are scarce, as in embedded systems, or in detection of service attacks. From a
programmer’s perspective, ICC provides mathematical models of computation in which
resource consumption is explicitly accounted for.
Most of the papers in this collection focus on theoretical aspects of ICC, with several
of them o5ering links between Computational Complexity and Programming Language
Theory. The bridges between these two pillars of computer science will further solidify
as the mathematical theory of algorithms is developed, a foundational challenge for the
ICC community with an exciting future.
The 2000 ICC workshop would not have been possible without the 6nancial support
of LORIA and NSF. I would like to thank Maurice Nivat who approved this special
issue, and Don Sannella for his patient support.
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